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DALO®

Colour: 
Packaging unit: 6 pcs. 
Thickness (mm): 3 | 6 

DALO® industrial pen with extra large paint reservoir. A professional industrial marker for marking in medium or bold style (3 or 6mm).
 With extra paint for longer life. You can mark almost any material, conspicuously and with good coverage with the DALO®. The paint 
is oil based and adheres permanently, even to oily surfaces. You can achieve an ideal, even application of the paint thanks to the 
unique compressed air mechanism. The ball in the marking head is made from durable stainless steel. The pen is available in medium
 and fine points.

Advantages of the DALO® industrial marker:

Clean, easily legible marking on a wide range of materials
Writes on metal, plastic, glass, wood, rubber, concrete, etc.
Ergonomically shaped
Writes at any angle (even overhead)
No deformation of the tube thanks to the compressed air mechanism
Quantity of paint dispensed can be regulated via the pump
Application temperature -20°C to 70°C
Colours*): White, yellow
Packaging unit: 6 units

Why is DALO® better than a marking bottle or a simple tube marker:

Writes at any angle (even overhead)
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Writes at any angle (even overhead)
Comfortable to hold
No paint residue (the compressed air mechanism ensures that the paint is completely used up)
No undesired paint leaks (no leaking if squeezed)
No need to shake
Even (not necessary to squeeze the container)
Practical to store

Using the DALO® industrial marker:

Actuate the pump at the rear end of the DALO® pen to create the desired pressure. Mark almost any material, at any angle.

*) Depending on type, the markers are available in various different colours.

Similar / alternative products

 GIMA COLOR  TEXPEN® ball marker  TEXPEN® with fine point  COLORMARK ball marker


